First Year Architecture Students,

On behalf of the architecture student organization, American Institute of Architecture Students (AIAS), we would like to congratulate you and welcome you to Penn State! We are looking forward to meeting you in August!

To help all first-year architecture students prepare for classes, we have put together a supply kit of materials and equipment frequently used in first year courses and beyond. The kit includes items that are required for your design and visual communication classes, at a discounted and many are of higher quality than those found in supply stores in State College. The kits will be assembled and ready for you to pick-up within the first week of class, saving you no only money but also a hectic trip around town to find all of the supplies!

The cost of the supply kit is **$245**, saving you over $50 from the typical retail pricing. There is also an option to purchase a **Mayline Parallel Rule and Vyco for an additional $200**. These items are required as well and you will be saving $35 from their typical retail price. The parallel rule will be used extensively throughout your studio classes, not only in first year, but in all of the years to follow. This is the best price for the recommended, high-quality parallel rule and board cover (vyco).

The supply kits will be available for pickup from the students of AIAS in the Stuckeman Family building during the first week of classes. You will be able to take your kit directly upstairs to your studio desk and locker for a hassle-free process of preparing for studio classes.

To purchase your supply kit, please send your check of **$245 (only supply kit) or $445 (supply kit with Parallel Rule and Vyco)** by the postmark date of **August 7th, 2013**. Checks can be made out to **AIAS Penn State**. After this date, we will not be ordering extra kits.

By August 7th, checks are to be sent to:

AIAS Penn State  
121 Stuckeman Family Building  
University Park, PA 16802

If you have ANY questions or concerns regarding the supply kits PLEASE contact me, Megahn at; **mcb5449@psu.edu** or Katie at; **kzt5069@psu.edu**. We hope you enjoy the rest of your summer and we are looking forward to meeting you in the Fall!

Sincerely,

Megahn Burke ........................................ Katie Troutman
Supply Kit: $245

- Architectural Scale
- Compass
- 30 60 10" Triangle
- 45 90 12" Triangle
- 12" Adjustable Triangle
- Drafting Tape (60 yards)
- Vinyl Eraser
- Kneaded Eraser
- Erasing Shield
- Dusting Brush
- Spray Adhesive
- 18” x 24” Cutting Mat
- 2mm Lead Holders (2)
- 2B, HB, 2H, 4H and 4B 2mm Drawing Leads (2 each)
- Lead pointer
- Sand paper pointer
- 24” Trace (50 yards)
- Circle Template
- 24” Cork Back Aluminum Ruler
- 6” Steel Ruler
- Tacky Glue (4oz.)
- Xacto Knife and 5 pack #11 Blades
- Safety Goggles
- 20 x 26 Vinyl case with mesh webbing

Extras: $200

Mayline Parallel Rule

Vyco (Board Cover)

Items not included in kit that you may want to bring to school:

Black, hardbound sketchbook
Large sketching pad
Tweezers (for model making)
Transparent tape
Equipment box/ toolbox
  (storage drawer in des is 17”Wx19”Dx9”H)
Pencil case
Technical pens
Colored pencils
Tape measure
Surface cleaning fluid for tools/desk (ie. Windex)
Screwdrivers; both Philips head and flat head
Work boots
Utility knife with replacement blades
Scissors